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Release Notes 

IQS Trubox v.1.17.4 

Jan 31, 2018 
 

NEW 

Quality Planning - 
Plans 

This area of Trubox will assist in the management of the product 
development of a new program or product. Determining customer needs, 
defining processes needed to meet those needs and managing the entire 
planning process will be beneficial to any company. Successful 
implementation of an advanced product quality planning system allows you 
to meet the commitments made to your customers. Plans will help manage 
the critical aspects of your product launch process to assure engineering 
design information is translated effectively throughout the pre-production 
process. The system enables you to synchronize all key processes and 
activities through the creation of templates, project plans and checklists 
that manage all details of the new product launching process. An unlimited 
number of Plans can be entered into the system. Plans provide the ability to 
define the steps that must be completed to product new product. They can 
be initially created here or “jump started” with Plan Templates that pre-
load project steps, proof of project step completion attachment records, 
project step checklists and questions. 
 

Quality Planning – 
Plan Templates 

Templates save data entry time when creation Plan records. All template 
steps, checklists and questions can be automatically posted to a Plan when 
it is saved for the first time. Depending on your business processes 
templates can be created for different product lines, customers, markets, 
etc. 
 

Training - Quiz Provides objective evidence that people have met the training requirements 
of their position. When a new work instruction, standard operating 
procedure, policy, etc. has been created, or when one is revised, or a new 
employee is hired, a quiz can be taken to test their understanding of the 
documentation required to do their job. Provide multiple quiz formats 
including a simple read – document quiz or a full quiz with unlimited 
questions with a passing score. 
 

Training – Quiz 
Schedules 
 

Manages the process of when a quiz is to be taken and completed. 

Training – Quiz 
Change Requests 

Track all requested changes to your organization’s quizzes. Individual 
approvals are tracked, and a revision change archiving system is available.  
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Training – Quiz 
Results 

Proof of Quiz completion. Automatically update employees’ documents 
and skills tables when quiz is passed. 
 

Product Management 
- DFMEA 

Design Failure Mode and Effect Analysis is now available to capture design 
intent and document potential failure modes.  The Design FMEA is based 
on free-form text and is intended to capture all design issues leading to the 
defining of product characteristics. 
 

Product Management 
- PFMEA 

Process Failure Mode and Effect Analysis is now available to capture 
process control intent and document potential failure modes.  The Process 
/ Function Requirements column is automatically populated by the 
Operation / Characteristic combination defined in the Process Flow.  Then 
Potential Failure Modes, Effects, Causes, RPN, Recommended Actions, 
Actions Taken and Actions RPN values can be defined. 
 

Product Management 
– Process Flow 

The Process Flow is where manufacturing Operations are defined along 
with the characteristics to be controlled in each.  These operations and 
their characteristics are then automatically shared by the Process FMEA 
and Control Plan guaranteeing consistency across all three forms. 
 

Product Management 
– Control Plan 

The Part / Process Number, Process Name / Operation Description, Char 
No, Product, Process, Special Char Class fields are automatically 
populated with each Operation / Char combination defined in the Process 
Flow.  Unlimited inspections can then be defined with manufacturing 
equipment, measuring devices, sample sizes, frequency of measurements, 
control charts and reaction plans. 
 

 

DEVELOPER’S NOTE 

TRUBOX-3083 There is currently an issue in the system where you cannot select a user’s 
default organization at the control panel level. The work around is to set 
this from the user’s account via their user preferences.  
 

 

FIXES 

AUDIT 

TRUBOX-2526 
 

Fixed an issue where Questions from an Audit record were not loading to 
Audit Results because the Questions were never getting archived. 
 

 

CALIBRATION 

TRUBOX-2789 Fixed an issue where Increment Usage was not updating to the ‘Has Been 
Used’ field in Device Usage.  
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TRUBOX-2316 Fixed an issue where there were duplicate format 5 fields on the form in 

Devices Characteristics. 
 

TRUBOX-2315 Fixed an issue where the Lower, Nominal, Upper and Format fields were 
not default fields in Device Type Characteristics. 
 

 

CONTROL PANEL 

TRUBOX-3067 
TRUBOX-3063 
TRUBOX-2910 
 

Fixed an issue where not all organizations were being displayed at the 
control panel level. Also fixed an issue where organizations were 
disappearing after being created, assigned or removed from users. 

TRUBOX-2449 Fixed an issue where users where able to change their user type from their 
preferences.  
 

TRUBOX-2220 Fixed an issue where if an admin searched for roles assigned to a user or 
group by keyword and removed certain roles, all roles would erase once 
the save button was clicked.  
 

TRUBOX-2186 Fixed an issue where Passwords for file mounts were not encrypted or 
hidden. 
 

TRUBOX-1844 Fixed an issue where Password Policy settings were not saving. 
 

 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 

TRUBOX-2542 Fixed an issue where deleting a Corrective Action Request record would 
not remove it from associated related records. 

 

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT 

TRUBOX-2445 Fixed an issue where duplicate Customer IDs could be created. 
 

 

DOCUMENT CONTROL 

TRUBOX-2453 Removed the document_product table and moved the link information to 
related_records. 
 

TRUBOX-2420 Fixed an issue where related records were causing the Trubox session to 
hang. 
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DOCVIEWER 

TRUBOX-2515 
 

Fixed an issue where document attachments would display for every 
revision of the parent document. 
 

TRUBOX-2514 
 

Fixed an issue where the document path was being displayed for 
documents that couldn’t be accessed. 
 

TRUBOX-2490 
 

Fixed an issue where the Organization button was displaying for 
documents that did not have default attachments.  
 

 

FORM CONFIGURATION 

TRUBOX-2691 Fixed an issue where the Field Security Level ‘Can Update’ was not 
functioning as intended. Now the users with the correct role set under the 
field level security will be able to update, but other users without the 
associated role will only be able to read the field. 
 

TRUBOX-2537 Fixed an issue where embedded child grids would still allow users to add 
records after the parent record was set to closed. 
 

TRUBOX-2440 Fixed an issue where clicking to the right of a checkbox was causing the 
field to activate. 
 

TRUBOX-2419 Fixed an issue where the Reference Code custom fields could be created 
without having a Reference Code Type. Reference Code Types are now 
required to create a Reference Code custom field. 
 

TRUBOX-2333 Added the translation for ‘customFieldDeleteCheck.formRuleMessage’ in 
the i18n plugin. Translates to ‘This custom field is associated to one or 
more Form Rules and cannot be removed.’   
 

TRUBOX-2238 Fixed an issue where modifying a Spacer or Label was affecting the content 
of other Spacer/Labels on the form.  
 

TRUBOX-2103 Fixed an issue where Form Notifications were unable to be created.  
 

TRUBOX-1868 Fixed an issue where Column Group Titles were wrapping before reaching 
10 characters. 
 

TRUBOX-1626 Improved rich text fields to allow the hiding of rich text controls. 
 

 

GLOBAL SEARCH 

TRUBOX-2413 Fixed an issue where searching for three or five letter-long words in global 
search was causing the Trubox session to hang.  
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TRUBOX-2160 Fixed an issue where Global Search was not displaying records with 
keywords in child comments or parent communications field. 
 

 

HELP 

TRUBOX-2044 Fixed an issue where Help Info was not retaining the changes made after 
the initial save when editing via form configuration a second time. 
 

 

INSPECTION AND SPC 

TRUBOX-2797 Fixed an issue where, when manually creating a data collection record, 
product attachments were not displaying in an embedded version of the 
child table record. 
 

TRUBOX-2376 Fixed an issue where a missing flow from the process flow plugin was 
causing an error when creating a Change Request from the Inspection Plan 
wizard menu. 
 

TRUBOX-2267 Fixed an issue where users could reference an Inspection Plan record from 
an organization they are not part of to create a Data Collection record.  
 

 

MAINTENANCE 

TRUBOX-2433 Fixed an issue where the Due Date in a Preventative Work Order record 
was not populating automatically to match the Next PM Work Order date 
associated to an Activity ID. 
 

 

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 

TRUBOX-3037 Fixed an issue where the sample frequency field was not filtering the 
reference type properly.  
 

TRUBOX-2699 Fixed an issue where archiving a product record with associated DFMEA, 
PFMEA, Process Flow and Control Plan records was not updating the 
revision level or date for the associated records. 
 

TRUBOX-2693 Added the translation for ‘cplan.pflowSysId.uniqueValidateError’ to the 
i18n plugin. It translates to ‘A Control Plan record already exists for this 
Process Flow. Please select another Process Flow ID.’ 
 

TRUBOX-2450 Fixed an issue where nonadmin users could create records with 
organizations the user is not a part of. 
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TRAINING 

TRUBOX-2855 Fixed an issue where quiz question numbers were not unique fields. 
 

TRUBOX-2498 Fixed an issue where duplicate Plant IDs could be created. 
 

TRUBOX-2446 Fixed an issue where duplicate Employee IDs could be created. 
 

 

USER INTERFACE 

TRUBOX-2222 Fixed an issue where Spanish translation was appearing in some modules 
in an English session of Trubox. 
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